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Abstract

The kappa-correction is an easy-to-use method to correct for residual ionospheric errors in radio occultation (RO) data. It is

a simple empirical model term that only depends on readily available data. While its basic utility was well proven in previous

studies, including a recent predecessor study on RO climatologies under solar cycle variations, its performance for individual

RO profile correction under diverse and extreme ionization conditions is unclear so far. Here we tackle this gap and focus on

investigating (extremely) low and high solar activity and ionization conditions of individual RO events, including inspection of

ionospheric symmetry between inbound and outbound raypaths. Using a global multi-year ensemble of MetOp-A and GRACE-

A RO events over 2008 to 2015 as basis, we applied a sampling approach leading to six characteristic condition cases. These

cases also relate to day and night time variations and geographic variations from the equatorial to the high latitude region.

We inspected the kappa-correction and its performance relative to the standard bending angle correction for RO-retrieved

stratospheric profiles and found mean deviations in temperature of near -0.3K in the upper stratosphere 40-45km for high

ionization conditions, with extreme deviations exceeding -2K for strong inbound/outbound asymmetry. The kappa-correction

term itself reaches a mean value near 0.05μrad under these high conditions. Low solar activity and ionization conditions lead to

a mean correction smaller than 0.005μrad and mean temperature deviations smaller than 0.02K. An intercomparison to other

quality datasets, predominantly showed a decrease in mean temperature difference when applying the kappa-correction.
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Abstract14

The kappa-correction is an easy-to-use method to correct for residual ionospheric errors15

in radio occultation (RO) data. It is a simple empirical model term that only depends16

on readily available data. While its basic utility was well proven in previous studies, in-17

cluding a recent predecessor study on RO climatologies under solar cycle variations, its18

performance for individual RO profile correction under diverse and extreme ionization19

conditions is unclear so far. Here we tackle this gap and focus on investigating (extremely)20

low and high solar activity and ionization conditions of individual RO events, including21

inspection of ionospheric symmetry between inbound and outbound raypaths. Using a22

global multi-year ensemble of MetOp-A and GRACE-A RO events over 2008 to 2015 as23

basis, we applied a sampling approach leading to six characteristic condition cases. These24

cases also relate to day and night time variations and geographic variations from the equa-25

torial to the high latitude region. We inspected the kappa-correction and its performance26

relative to the standard bending angle correction for RO-retrieved stratospheric profiles27

and found mean deviations in temperature of near −0.3 K in the upper stratosphere (40-28

45 km) for high ionization conditions, with extreme deviations exceeding −2 K for strong29

inbound/outbound asymmetry. The kappa-correction term itself reaches a mean value30

near 0.05µrad under these high conditions. Low solar activity and ionization conditions31

lead to a mean correction smaller than 0.005µrad and mean temperature deviations smaller32

than 0.02 K. An intercomparison to other quality datasets, predominantly showed a de-33

crease in mean temperature difference when applying the kappa-correction.34

1 Introduction35

Over the past years the global navigation satellite system (GNSS) radio occulta-36

tion (RO) technique (Kursinski et al., 1997; Hajj et al., 2002) has become of increasing37

importance for climate and meteorological applications (e.g., A. Steiner et al., 2001; An-38

thes, 2011; A. Steiner et al., 2011; Healy & Thépaut, 2006; Cardinali, 2009; Cucurull,39

2010). It provides a continuous record of near-vertical geophysical data profiles, since40

the launch of the CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) mission in the year 200141

(e.g., Wickert et al., 2001; Ao et al., 2003; Foelsche et al., 2003). RO data show high-42

est accuracy in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere between about 5 km to 35 km43

(e.g., Kursinski et al., 1997; Foelsche et al., 2011; Zeng et al., 2019).44

Towards increasing altitudes, RO bending angles have a decreasing signal-to-noise45

ratio, due to an increasing impact of measurement noise and ionospheric refraction in46

the data. In the retrieval processing chain, the related errors propagate downward from47

RO bending angle (α) to refractivity (N), pressure (p), and temperature (T ) (Rieder &48

Kirchengast, 2001; A. K. Steiner & Kirchengast, 2005; Gobiet et al., 2007; Ho et al., 2012;49

A. Steiner et al., 2013; Schwarz et al., 2017, 2018). In this specific work, data quality is50

increased in the middle and upper stratosphere by applying a second-order ionospheric51

correction on the bending angle profiles (Healy & Culverwell, 2015), the so-called kappa-52

correction. The focus lies on understanding the second-order impact on the dry atmo-53

spheric RO parameters (α, N , p, T ), and investigating its variation under diverse and54

extreme solar activity and ionization conditions, since this is an important gap left by55

previous studies (introduced further below).56

The primary measured quantity in the RO technique is the excess phase path pro-57

files at the two Global Positioning Satellites L-band carrier frequencies, f1 = 1575.42 MHz58

and f2 =1227.60 MHz. From these excess phase profiles the bending angle profiles αL159

and αL2 can be derived, which are then combined using a dual-frequency linear combi-60

nation of the RO bending angles, in order to correct for the influence of the ionosphere61

to first-order (Vorob’ev & Krasil’nikova, 1994; Ladreiter & Kirchengast, 1996). The re-62

maining higher-order residual ionospheric errors (RIE) in the RO data are of increasing63

importance with increasing altitude (above about 35 km); furthermore they vary (mainly)64
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with the diurnal and solar cycle, (e.g., Syndergaard, 2000; Mannucci et al., 2011; Danzer65

et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2013, 2015, 2018). Earlier approaches for higher-order ionospheric66

corrections exist, (e.g., Syndergaard, 2002; Kedar et al., 2003; Hoque & Jakowski, 2008;67

Vergados & Pagiatakis, 2010, 2011), however, they are usually in need of additional back-68

ground information, such as the total electron content (TEC).69

More recently a second-order ionospheric correction was introduced by Healy and70

Culverwell (2015), the so-called kappa-correction, which was at the same time also eval-71

uated through simulation studies by Danzer et al. (2015). The kappa-correction in its72

simple functional-model form, introduced by Angling et al. (2018) as an advancement73

to Healy and Culverwell (2015), has the advantage of only needing the F10.7 index as aux-74

iliary background information. Otherwise, it just depends on the retrieved αL1
and αL2

75

bending angle profiles, which are available from the RO processing, and the location and76

time of the RO profile data, capturing location- and time-dependent solar variations.77

In a recent predecessor study by Danzer et al. (2020), that used longer-term real78

RO data, the correction was tested for its influences on RO-derived climatologies as well79

as validated against reanalysis datasets. Analyzing 10◦ zonal-mean climatologies from80

the solar minimum year 2008 to the solar maximum year 2014, the study found that the81

kappa-correction generally warms the RO temperature climatology data. Furthermore,82

it showed a sensitivity of the kappa-correction of less than 0.2 K for low and more than83

0.6 K for high solar activity conditions, in a middle stratosphere layer (30-35 km), with84

the largest correction over the tropics (20◦S-20◦N). The validation analysis showed that85

it is challenging to validate small improvements of RO data; datasets used were from the86

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalyses ERA-Interim87

(Dee et al., 2011) and ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2018, 2020). It was found difficult to dis-88

cern small improvements in the RO data, since the validation datasets also feature small89

biases that are of similar magnitude as the ionospheric RIE correction term. The prob-90

lem of validating improvements with other datasets will likely continue for other proposed91

changes to GNSS RO processing in the future.92

Another recent study by Liu et al. (2020) provided a first assessment of a further93

advanced higher-order RIE correction, the so-called bi-local correction (Syndergarrd &94

Kirchengast, 2019), which on top of the kappa-correction’s scope accounts also for the95

geomagnetic higher-order term, the finite RO receiver orbit altitude, and ionospheric in-96

bound/outbound asymmetry. It requires significantly more auxiliary background infor-97

mation, such as the TEC for the inbound and outbound regions of each RO event. The98

initial intercomparison of the bi-local correction with the kappa-correction under differ-99

ent ionization conditions by Liu et al. (2020) showed that the latter is, in spite of its sim-100

plicity, generally very comparable and consistent with the more advanced correction, with101

limits reached for smaller-scale averages and under individual-event conditions that are102

not captured by its more simplified formulation. Hence, it is valuable to further explore103

the kappa-correction performance especially also for diverse and extreme solar and ion-104

ization conditions.105

In this study we focus on a kappa-correction performance analysis based on ensem-106

bles of individual RO events, applying a targeted subset-sampling approach to a large107

global multi-year ensemble of RO data. The concept is to subsample all profiles that oc-108

cur beyond particular thresholds of solar activity (measured in daily F10.7 values), ion-109

ization level (measured in vertical total electron content vTEC), and degree of inbound/outbound110

asymmetry (measured by an asymmetry factor fIA introduced in section 2). More specif-111

ically, we use all MetOp-A and GRACE-A RO events from the years 2008 to 2015 as ba-112

sis, from which we subsample those which occurred during specific high and low F10.7,113

vTEC, and fIA conditions.114

This approach has the advantage to extract robust subsets of RO profile data for115

ensemble inspection and statistical analysis under very distinct ambient conditions of116
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interest. Furthermore it intrinsically samples the diurnal (local time) cycle and the equa-117

torial to midlatitude to polar regions in a characteristic and insightful way (as seen in118

section 2 on methods and datasets).119

Hence the approach enables to inspect the performance of the kappa-correction ex-120

plicitly under low and high solar activity, ionization, and asymmetry conditions and im-121

plicitly under diurnal and solar cycle variations as well as geographical variations, cap-122

turing the most salient temporal and spatial variations of the ionosphere. Closer anal-123

ysis of these specific variations of RIEs was recommended also in International Radio Oc-124

cultation Working Group (IROWG) climate subgroup recommendations (https://irowg125

.org/irowg7 minutes summary/, last access 28 October 2020). This study therefore con-126

tributes also to meet this recommendation.127

The paper is structured as follows. After introducing the method and datasets in128

section 2 we investigate and discuss the kappa-correction’s performance related to RO129

bending angle, refractivity, pressure, and temperature profiles (section 3.1, complemented130

also by detailed result summary tables in Appendix A. The kappa-correction is after-131

wards validated against other datasets from ERA5 and ERA-Interim reanalyses (section 3.2).132

Conclusions are drawn in section 4.133

2 Method and Datasets134

The impact of the ionosphere on the RO profiles is basically corrected in the We-135

gener Center (WEGC) RO processing that is employed here by applying the first-order136

ionospheric bending angle correction given by Vorob’ev and Krasil’nikova (1994), also137

referred to as ’standard correction’ hereafter:138

αc(za) = αL1
(za) +

f22
f21 − f22

[αL1
(za)− αL2

(za)] . (1)

In this equation αc is the estimate of the neutral atmosphere bending angle, and αL1 and
αL2

are the L1 and L2 bending angles related to the frequencies f1 and f2, given at im-
pact altitude za. Healy and Culverwell (2015) proposed a modification to the standard
ionospheric correction, with an additional (positive) term to compensate for the higher-
order ionospheric error:

αc(za, t) = αL1
(za) +

f22
f21 − f22

[αL1
(za)− αL2

(za)] + |κ(za, t)| · [αL1
(za)− αL2

(za)]2 . (2)

The latter term is the kappa-correction term, depending only on a slowly varying kappa
factor κ(za, t), and the αL1

and αL2
bending angle profile difference squared, which ap-

proximately models the dominant residual ionospheric variation from profile to profile.
The kappa factor κ(za, t) ([rad−1]) is expressed by Angling et al. (2018):

κ(za, t) = a+ b · F10.7(t) + c · χ(t) + e · za . (3)

Hence it depends on the F10.7 index, given in solar flux units [sfu], and on the solar zenith139

angle χ(t), given in [rad], which contains the information of local time, season, and lo-140

cation of a profile. Furthermore, the kappa factor exhibits a slow altitudinal variation141

represented by the dependence on impact altitude za. a, b, c, e are regression coefficients142

found by fitting the model to large datasets (Angling et al., 2018).143

2.1 Sampling approach and characteristic condition cases144

In order to analyze the impact of the natural ionospheric variations on the resid-145

ual ionospheric error (RIE), we apply a sampling approach on the individual RO pro-146

files. The goal is to assess diurnal cycle, solar cycle, and geographical variations, as well147

as ionospheric raypath inbound and outbound asymmetry effects, on the kappa-correction.148
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Figure 1. Histogram of the daily F10.7 index values (left) and RO-event-collocated vTEC

values (right), supporting the definition of the condition classes (Table 2), using the data from

the solar minimum year 2008 up to the solar maximum year 2014. The blue and red lines mark

the lower (blue) and upper (red) decile (i.e., 10 % and 90 % percentiles).

As a first diagnostic plot we inspect daily F10.7 values (unit [sfu], 1sfu = 10−22Wm−2Hz−1)149

from the solar minimum year 2008 up to the solar maximum year 2014 (Figure 1, left150

panel). We intend to find the lower and upper 10 % (decile) of days within the minimum151

to the maximum of the solar cycle, in order to distinguish low solar activity from high152

solar activity. (In the later analysis plots when investigating RO data, we also include153

the year 2015 in the data range, in order to achieve a high profile statistics.) We round154

the results for the two deciles to F10.7 = 70 sfu, and classify all days up to this value155

as low solar activity days, while days with F10.7 = 150 sfu or higher are classified as high156

solar activity days. We apply the same diagnostics to the electron density, for classify-157

ing into low and high ionization conditions, by using the information of vTEC (unit [TECU],158

1 TECU= 1016 electrons per m2) (Figure 1, right panel). From these results we choose159

for the subset sampling event-collocated vTEC values of vTEC= 5 TECU and below160

for classifying RO events into low ionization conditions and vTEC values of vTEC= 35 TECU161

and higher for classifying into high ionization conditions, respectively.162

Since the standard first-order ionospheric correction does not account for large-scale163

horizontal electron density gradients in the ionosphere along the GNSS signal’s inbound164

and outbound raypaths, we also distinguish inbound/outbound-symmetric and -asymmetric165

conditions. Figure 2 illustrates the vTEC between inbound (from GNSS transmitter) and166

outbound (towards LEO receiver), respectively, defined as vTECTx (inbound, x-axis) and167

vTECRx (outbound, y-axis), respectively. For enabling classification into nearly-symmetric168

and strongly asymmetric cases we used the following formal definition of an ionospheric169

asymmetry factor, in line with Liu et al. (2020):170

fIA[%] = 100 · vTECTx − vTECmean
vTECmean

, (4)

where vTECmean = 0.5 · (vTECTx + vTECRx), and fIA is the ionospheric asymme-171

try factor. A deviation of |fIA| ≤ 10 % from the average inbound-outbound vTEC is172
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Figure 2. Scatter plot of the electron density showing inbound (vTECTx) versus outbound

(vTECRx) conditions for the MetOp-A data over 2008-2014. The colors classify the ionospheric

conditions, according to Eq. 2.2, into nearly symmetric (green), moderately asymmetric (blue),

and strongly asymmetric (purple) RO event sub-ensembles.

used to classify RO events into nearly symmetric conditions, while a deviation of |fIA| ≥173

50 % comprises those under strongly asymmetric conditions.174

Table 1. Definition of solar, ionization, and asymmetry conditions.

Parameter Weak Condition Strong Condition

F10.7 [sfu] ≤ 70 sfu, low solar activity ≥ 150 sfu, high solar activity

vTEC [TECU] ≤ 5TECU, low ionization ≥ 35TECU, high ionization

|fIA| [%] ≤ 10%, nearly symmetric ≥ 50%, strongly asymmetric

To summarize, we sample RO profiles according to the three condition parameters,175

F10.7 index, vTEC value, and fIA factor, which is covered by the definition of conditions176

collected in Table 1. This leads to combinations of 8 different ensemble cases, summa-177

rized in Table 2. Since low F10.7 conditions do essentially not mix with the occurrence178

of high vTEC values (Figure 3, bottom row), we practically end up with 6 characteris-179

tic condition cases, distinguished by their ionization and solar activity level, with the ad-180

vantage of a rather large ensemble of RO profiles for each case.181

Figure 3 also illustrates the geographical mapping of all six characteristic condi-182

tion cases. The HiF10.7-HiTEC-Sym/Asym cases (first row) occur primarily between about183

±60◦N/S, while the LoF10.7-LoTEC-Sym/Asym cases (second row) do not occur over184

the equatorial region, but exist up to the northern and southern poles. The same is also185

true for the mixed cases of HiF10.7-LoTEC-Sym/Asym (third row).186

Finally Figure 3 also illustrates, as a further information, the local time of each RO187

event by way of a gradual color bar. This indicates that we clearly observe a diurnal cy-188

cle mapping for the six characteristic condition cases. The HiF10.7-HiTEC-Sym/Asym189

cases strongly relate to daytime conditions, especially under ionospheric inbound/outbound190
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Table 2. Definition of characteristic condition cases. As shown in column 2, which gives the

number of MetOp-A events complemented by the number of GRACE-A events in parentheses,

the cases LoF10.7-HiTEC-Sym/Asym exhibit a very small ensemble size (see also Figure 3).

These cases are therefore dismissed in the following analysis. The total sample size of MetOp-

A (GRACE-A) profiles is ∼1458100 (∼323100) profiles from 2008 to 2015, so small fractions

(< 0.1 % − 2 %) of well-defined extreme conditions are isolated here.

Case Name No. of Events Description

HiF10.7-HiTEC-Sym 6156 (624) high solar activity, high ionization, nearly symmetric

HiF10.7-HiTEC-Asym 8875 (1690) high solar activity, high ionization, strongly asymmetric

LoF10.7-LoTEC-Sym 6413 (639) low solar activity, low ionization, nearly symmetric

LoF10.7-LoTEC-Asym 23908 (3756) low solar activity, low ionization, strongly asymmetric

HiF10.7-LoTEC-Sym 515 (43) high solar activity, low ionization, nearly symmetric

HiF10.7-LoTEC-Asym 4005 (539) high solar activity, low ionization, strongly asymmetric

LoF10.7-HiTEC-Sym 3 (0) low solar activity, high ionization, nearly symmetric

LoF10.7-HiTEC-Asym 46 (58) low solar activity, high ionization, strongly asymmetric

symmetry, and are rare at polar latitudes. On the other hand, the LoF10.7-LoTEC-Sym/Asym191

cases show a majority of nighttime events with low vTEC values and are rare at equa-192

torial latitudes. The ”mixed” cases HiF10.7-LoTEC-Sym/Asym primarily occur during193

nighttime, when the ionospheric E-layer vanishes and only the F-layer remains, and clus-194

ter at middle to high latitudes.195

2.2 Datasets196

We used data from the Meteorological Operational Satellite (MetOp-A) (e.g., Loise-197

let et al., 2000; Montenbruck et al., 2008; Von Engeln et al., 2009), which delivers data198

since the end of 2007. MetOp-A covers the period of our investigated solar cycle (2008199

to 2015) with a reliable profile statistics number of about 700 profiles per day. As a com-200

plementary RO dataset we used data from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experi-201

ment (GRACE) (e.g., Wickert et al., 2005; Beyerle et al., 2005), using the GRACE-A202

mission data in the same time range. For the processing we used the Wegener Center203

(WEGC) reference occultation processing system (rOPS) (Kirchengast et al., 2016, 2018;204

Schwarz et al., 2017, 2018; Innerkofler et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020). MetOp-A and GRACE-205

A differ in their orbit altitudes, i.e., MetOp-A orbits at an altitude of about ∼820 km,206

while GRACE-A orbits at an altitude of about ∼470 km.207

We applied the ionospheric kappa-correction to all RO profiles, to use them for as-208

sessment against the RO profiles with standard correction, and used the sampling ap-209

proach to classify the data subsets. For the daily F10.7 values we downloaded the data210

from Natural Resources Canada (https://www.spaceweather.gc.ca/solarflux/sx-5211

-en.php, last access: 28 October 2020). The vTEC maps were downloaded from the In-212

ternational Global Positioning System Service (IGS) center (https://kb.igs.org/hc/213

en-us/articles/115003935351, last access: 28 October 2020).214

Using the F10.7 and vTEC datasets (the latter including inbound and outbound215

vTEC’s, as needed for ), we sampled the RO profiles according into their respective cat-216

egory (i.e., low (Lo) or high (Hi) F10.7 and vTEC values, and Sym/Asym fIA values).217

We analyzed the RO datasets with typically inspecting the difference between the pro-218

files with the higher order kappa-correction applied (labeled as ROκ) against the pro-219

files with just the first-order standard correction applied (labeled as RO).220
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Figure 3. Geographic scatter plot map of the RO events of all 8 condition cases (see Table 2

for the case names and conditions), analyzed for the MetOp-A events from the years 2008 up to

2015. The RO events are marked as dots at their mean event location and the color indicates the

local time at occurrence of the event (color bars on right-hand side).
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For the intercomparison analysis with other quality datasets we used the European221

reanalyses ERA5 and ERA-Interim. In order to assess whether the kappa-correction im-222

proves the RO profiles, the comparison datasets need to show a very high quality at strato-223

spheric altitudes. We consider the chosen reanalysis datasets to fulfill this requirement224

in a best possible manner though still marginally. However, based on initial previous val-225

idation studies by Liu et al. (2019), including SABER infrared limb sounder data, and226

by Danzer et al. (2020), including MIPAS middle-atmosphere infrared limb sounder data,227

we found these other observational satellite data are not sufficiently accurate.228

Both the recent ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2018, 2020) and the predeces-229

sor reanalysis ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011) involve a four-dimensional variational data230

assimilation approach (4D-Var), based on the integrated forecasting system IFS of the231

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). ERA5 used an im-232

proved horizontal resolution of about 30 km and 137 vertical levels from the surface up233

to 0.01 hPa (∼80 km), while ERA-Interim used a resolution of about 80 km and 60 ver-234

tical levels up to 0.1 hPa (∼60 km). Both datasets fully cover the needed time period of235

2008 to 2015.236

Apart from the resolution and other model physics refinements, some differences237

in stratospheric temperatures from ERA5 compared to ERA-Interim are induced by ad-238

vanced background covariance matrices, a changed bias adjustment for radiosonde data,239

and assimilation of COSMIC GNSS-RO bending angles from mid-2006 onwards (ERA-240

Interim from late-2009 onwards) (Hersbach et al., 2020). Overall slightly colder strato-241

sphere temperatures are found in ERA5, which leads to ERA-Interim temperatures be-242

ing in general globally about 1.5 K warmer than ERA5 near the stratopause (at 1 hPa243

level).244

3 Results245

3.1 Kappa-correction influence on atmospheric RO profiles246

Here we present the overall kappa-correction performance results for the six char-247

acteristic condition cases. Figure 4 shows the magnitude of the correction term itself at248

bending angle profile level, while Figure 5 shows the impact at retrieved temperature level,249

based on the WEGC retrieval processing (subsection 2.2), illustrated for MetOp-A RO250

data ensembles.251

The size of the kappa-correction term is clearly largest under high solar activity252

and high ionization (HiF10.7-HiTEC) under symmetric and asymmetric conditions (Fig. 4,253

left), with extreme deviations exceeding −0.2µrad under nearly symmetric conditions254

and even −0.4µrad under strongly asymmetric conditions. However, the mean value is255

found restricted to about −0.03 to −0.05µrad over the stratosphere and, interestingly,256

markedly smaller under asymmetric conditions. For low solar activity and ionization con-257

ditions, the mean correction is smaller than −0.005µrad. These mean results are in line258

with previous studies based on simulated data (Liu et al., 2015) and small observed data259

ensembles (Liu et al., 2020) and hence consolidate confidence in them, given the targeted260

large-size ensembles used here. The specific behavior revealed under different levels of261

ionization asymmetry, contrasting on an individual RO profile basis the kappa-correction262

term’s mean-size behavior, is an interesting new finding that points to the need of fu-263

ture more detailed investigation under specific regional-scale conditions, as also recently264

suggested by Liu et al. (2020).265

In retrieved stratospheric temperature profiles based on WEGC’s rOPS refractiv-266

ity and dry-air retrieval processing chain, these results lead to deviations against the use267

of standard correction of near −0.3 K for high ionization conditions in the upper strato-268

sphere (40-45 km). In these cases, strong inbound/outbound asymmetry leads to out-269

liers exceeding −2 K (−1 K under symmetry) (Figure 5). The correction-induced tem-270
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Figure 4. Size of the kappa-correction term in RO bending angle profiles (MetOp-A) over the

upper stratosphere and mesosphere (30-80 km), comparing the six main characteristic condition

cases of Table 2 (see panel titles for case identification; nearly-symmetric cases top, strongly-

asymmetric cases bottom). For explanation of the six depicted statistics metrics, from mean to

three selected percentile profiles, see the legend (bottom).

perature profile deviation increases with increasing altitude up to stratopause near heights271

(around 50 km), and decreases beyond into the mesosphere. This kind of propagating272

the deviation is an effect of dry-air retrieval processing (i.e., combined effect of hydro-273

static integral and equation of state) as has been discussed by Schwarz et al. (2017) as274

part of introducing the rOPS uncertainty propagation from bending angle to dry-air tem-275

perature profiles. For the low solar activity and mixed case the impact of the error is rather276

small at both levels. In the case of LoF10.7-LoTEC-Asym, the mean temperature error277

in the upper stratosphere (40-45 km) is −0.0004 K, under symmetry the mean value lies278

by −0.0002 K. Illustrating again that symmetric conditions increase the mean value at279

bending angle and at temperature level.280

Figure 6 illustrates the kappa-correction influence across the set of retrieved atmo-281

spheric profiles from bending angle to temperature, focusing on high solar and ioniza-282

tion conditions under near-symmetry where the mean deviations are strongest. Addi-283

tionally we show both the mission ensembles from MetOp-A (upper part) and GRACE-284

A (lower part). This highlights how the kappa-correction-induced deviations propagate285

through the retrieval processing chain from bending angle (α) via refractivity (N) and286

pressure (p) to temperature (T ). The GRACE-A ensemble exhibits a somewhat smaller287
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Figure 5. Kappa-correction-induced RO temperature profile deviations versus temperature

profiles from standard bending angle correction (MetOp-A) from lower stratosphere to meso-

sphere (20-60 km), comparing the six main characteristic condition cases of Table 2 (see panel

titles for case identification; nearly-symmetric cases top, strongly-asymmetric cases bottom). For

explanation of the six depicted statistics metrics, from mean to three selected percentile profiles,

see the legend (bottom).
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diversity and spread of kappa-correction deviations than MetOp-A, which is likely re-288

lated mostly to the overall smaller ensemble of profiles (cf. 2), capturing less extreme events.289

The mean correction-term size at bending angle level is still very similar for both290

satellite missions (∼− 0.03 to −0.05µrad). However, at temperature level we find that291

GRACE-A exhibits a smaller temperature deviation (for example, GRACE-A ∼− 0.1 K),292

MetOp-A (∼− 0.2 K, at around 35 km). Furthermore, the altitude level of the sign switch293

of the temperature deviation from negative to positive is about 5 km lower for GRACE-294

A (around 47 km, MetOp-A around 52 km). Both these effects of ”damping down” the295

GRACE-A retrieved deviations compared to MetOp-A are presumably mainly induced296

by the different weighting of observation and background information in the bending an-297

gle statistical optimization step of the retrieval process before the Abelian transforma-298

tion to refractivity, where MetOp-A receives highest weights of observed bending angles299

due to these data being assessed to have smallest observational errors (Schwarz et al.,300

2017; Angerer et al., 2017). This behavior is hence, as expected given that these differ-301

ent RO mission data properties apply in general, also found for the other characteris-302

tic cases including asymmetric conditions (not shown).303

To visually summarize the influence of the kappa-correction term plus the subse-304

quent retrieval process on RO temperature profiles, we show in Figure 7 a statistical re-305

sults overview of all six characteristic condition cases for both MetOp-A and GRACE-306

A, in the form of box-and-whisker plots showing the median/quartiles/5-95percentile val-307

ues for lower, middle, and upper stratosphere layers. In line with the discussion before308

we find that MetOp-A shows consistently higher deviations than GRACE-A, most vis-309

ible in the upper stratosphere (40-45 km layer). For example, for MetOp-A and the high310

solar activity near-symmetry case, the temperature deviation increases from ∼− 0.08 K311

to ∼− 0.3 K, for the layers 20−25 km to 40−45 km, respectively. GRACE-A, on the other312

hand, stays below ∼− 0.1 K. For the low-level condition cases (low solar activity and313

low ionization such as during night time and mostly at high latitudes), the temperature314

deviations stay generally smaller than ∼− 0.02 K up to at least the 75th percentile.315

Overall this finding clearly signals the fact that the kappa-correction-induced tem-316

perature profile deviations in the stratosphere significantly depend on both the magni-317

tude of the kappa-correction term itself as applied to the observed bending angle pro-318

file and on the observation-to-background weighting or other averaging/smoothing of bend-319

ing angles, generally performed as a statistical initialization step (Li et al., 2015; Schwarz320

et al., 2017; Gleisner & Healy, 2013; Danzer et al., 2020) towards the subsequent refrac-321

tivity and dry-air retrieval process.322

Table 3 finally provides a summary of the deviation results found in this study for323

the kappa-correction-induced deviations at bending angle, refractivity, pressure, and tem-324

perature level across the stratosphere, focusing here on the high solar activity and ion-325

ization and near-symmetric case (HiF10.7-HiTEC-Sym) as well as the high solar activ-326

ity and low ionization strong-asymmetry case (HiF10.7-LoTEC-Asym); the results for the327

other cases are found in Appendix A. We consider these beyond a concise numerical sum-328

mary useful reference numbers also for further studies on the impact of RIEs and their329

correction in future, in particular when intercomparing different RIE correction meth-330

ods and when studying more quantitatively the co-influence of the algorithmic choices331

in the subsequent retrieval process. An example of the relevance of this co-influence is332

evident from comparing the temperature-deviation results of this study to the predeces-333

sor study by Danzer et al. (2020), who used a so-called averaging-profile inversion (API)334

approach that retrieves climatological RO temperature profiles from averaged bending335

angle profiles: under high solar activity conditions with similar size of the kappa-correction336

term at bending angle level those mean stratospheric temperature deviations appear about337

twice as high compared to the mean deviations from this study.338
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Figure 6. Kappa-correction-induced RO bending angle, refractivity, pressure, and tempera-

ture profile deviations versus standard-correction, showing the case for high solar and ionization

conditions and near-symmetry (HiF10.7-HiTEC-Sym) for MetOp-A (top part, upper four panels)

and GRACE-A (bottom part, lower four panels), respectively. For explanation of the six depicted

statistics metrics, from mean to three selected percentile profiles, see the legend (bottom).
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Figure 7. Statistics of the size of the kappa-correction-induced temperature deviations versus

standard-correction, for all six characteristic condition cases, comparing the results for MetOp-A

(blue) and GRACE-A (red) in representative lower (20-25 km), middle (30-35 km), and upper

(40-45 km) stratosphere layers. The box-whisker bars show the median and the quartiles (box,

median as horizontal line within) plus the 5th and 95th percentiles (whiskers). The y-axis range

is zoomed into by a factor of 10 in the bottom two rows, to enable a legible illustration of the

values for these low activity/ionization cases.
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Table 3. Size of the kappa-correction term on bending angle (α profiles and of the kappa-

correction-induced relative refractivity N , relative pressure p, and temperature T deviations (af-

ter WEGC’s rOPS processing as used in this study), for lower, middle, and upper stratospheric

layers and for both MetOp-A and GRACE-A (2008-2015 data). The characteristic condition

cases of high solar activity/high ionization (mainly equatorial/daytime)/near-symmetry (HiF10.7-

HiTEC-Sym) and of high solar activity/low ionization (mainly non-equatorial/nighttime)/strong-

asymmetry (HiF10.7-LoTEC-Asym) are tabulated here (further cases in Appendix A).

HiF10.7-HiTEC-Sym

median standard deviation

MetOp-A α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K] α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K]

30-35 km -0.034 -0.421 -0.131 -0.206 0.030 0.354 0.109 0.174
35-40 km -0.036 -0.843 -0.205 -0.292 0.030 0.702 0.172 0.254
40-45 km -0.038 -1.591 -0.292 -0.330 0.031 1.315 0.247 0.309

GRACE-A α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K] α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K]

30-35 km -0.026 -0.295 -0.073 -0.101 0.035 0.325 0.072 0.094
35-40 km -0.029 -0.569 -0.111 -0.113 0.034 0.603 0.103 0.111
40-45 km -0.031 -0.993 -0.093 -0.077 0.033 1.007 0.129 0.093

HiF10.7-LoTEC-Asym

median standard deviation

MetOp-A α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K] α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K]

30-35 km -0.001 -0.014 -0.004 -0.005 0.030 0.311 0.079 0.113
35-40 km -0.001 -0.028 -0.006 -0.006 0.030 0.594 0.119 0.149
40-45 km -0.001 -0.050 -0.008 -0.005 0.030 1.054 0.160 0.152

GRACE-A α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K] α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K]

30-35 km -0.001 -0.008 -0.002 -0.002 0.014 0.115 0.023 0.026
35-40 km -0.001 -0.013 -0.002 -0.002 0.012 0.205 0.031 0.028
40-45 km -0.001 -0.023 -0.003 -0.001 0.011 0.328 0.037 0.020
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3.2 Intercomparison of kappa-correction results with other datasets339

Figure 8 analyzes RO temperature differences relative to comparison datasets from340

the European reanalyses ERA5 (top) and ERA-Interim (bottom), comparing RO-retrieved341

stratospheric temperature profile data statistics just with standard-correction (left) and342

with the kappa-correction applied (right), for the high solar activity and high ionization343

conditions with near-symmetry (HiF10.7-HiTEC-Sym). This intercomparison analysis344

indicates a decrease of the RIE by about ∼0.3 K due to applying the kappa-correction345

(very small and hence challenging to visually discern, though). This slight mean decrease346

appears against both the ERA5 and ERA-Interim datasets.347

In general good agreement between the comparison datasets and RO temperature348

with both corrections is observed in the lower stratosphere. However, inspecting more349

closely, applying the kappa-correction increases the closeness of agreement by about ∼2 km350

in altitude, against the comparison datasets under this setup. An interesting trait of the351

temperature difference against ERA5 can be seen at ∼50 km. At this altitude the dif-352

ference switches its sign and changes from positive to negative. This feature also occurs353

for the GRACE-A satellite data (not shown), but at a lower altitude of about 47 km. An-354

other relevant feature of the temperature difference is its general increase with altitude,355

making it more difficult to attribute the reasons of deviations. In cases of low solar ac-356

tivity, the temperature difference between RO data and the comparison data are found357

somewhat smaller than in Figure 8 (not shown).358

In order to visually summarize the intercomparison information, Figure 9 shows359

a box-and-whisker plot similar to Figure 7, here visualizing the differences of kappa-corrected360

(solid lines) and just standard-corrected (dashed lines) RO temperature data from MetOp-361

A (blue) and GRACE-A (red) across stratospheric layers against the ERA5 data; a twin362

figure comparing to ERA-Interim is found in Appendix A. The difference increases with363

altitude and the sign-change near the stratopause are well visible again. The box-whisker-364

plots reveal in addition that, in the lower and middle stratosphere, the median of the near-365

symmetry cases is slightly higher than the one of the asymmetry cases, whereas in the366

upper stratosphere it is the other way round. The comparison to ERA-Interim (Figure A1367

in Appendix A) exhibits the same characteristics.368

To sum up, the comparison against both reference datasets indicates a slight but369

discernible decrease of the temperature difference due to the application of the kappa-370

correction by about 0.2 K to 0.4 K, for cases with high solar activity and ionization. Even371

though the impact of the kappa-correction term differs in magnitude for both satellites372

and the temperature difference is in general smaller in GRACE-A data, it exhibits over-373

all the same characteristics. Another difference between the satellite datasets is the al-374

titude of the sign-change, which is higher for MetOp-A than for GRACE-A. The box-375

whisker plots showed in addition the influence symmetry/asymmetry conditions; in lower376

stratospheric layers symmetric conditions lead to a higher mean temperature difference377

than asymmetric conditions do. Overall we find, in line with the predecessor climatology-378

based study (Danzer et al., 2020) that the quality of reference datasets is still marginal379

for conclusive validation findings for such small effects like the kappa-correction influ-380

ence of interest here.381

We further inspected co-located profiles from the Michelson Interferometer for Pas-382

sive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS) middle-atmosphere dataset, and also the Sound-383

ing of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry (SABER) with our RO384

datasets. However, these datasets were found not suitable for our analysis, as already385

was shown by Liu et al. (2020). MIPAS faces the practical problem of having no mea-386

surements in the most interesting time frame of high solar activity (data exist only to387

April 2012), while SABER has the feature of a cold bias of 3 K between 20 km to 35 km,388

and near ±2 K between 35 km to 45 km altitude (see Innerkofler (2015)) which limits its389

utility as a reference dataset for the purpose of this study.390
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Figure 8. RO temperature profile statistics difference relative to ERA5 (top row) and ERA-

Interim (bottom row) for the condition case HiF10.7-HiTEC-Sym (MetOp-A). The difference

statistics just with the standard correction (TRO) (left column) and with the kappa-correction

applied (TRO,κ) (right column) are shown. The meaning of the depicted statistics, from mean to

percentile profiles, can be found in the legend at bottom.
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Figure 9. Temperature differences from intercomparison for all six sampling characteristic

condition cases, comparing the results for MetOp-A (blue) and GRACE-A (red), just with the

standard correction (dashed) and with the kappa-correction applied (solid), with ERA5 as com-

parison reference dataset. The box-whisker bars show the median and the quartiles (box, median

as horizontal line within) plus the 5th and 95th percentiles (whiskers).
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4 Conclusions391

We analyzed the performance of the ionospheric kappa-correction of radio occul-392

tation profiles under diverse ionization and solar activity conditions. Overall, our results393

are consistent with the results from previous studies; the size of the kappa-correction strongly394

depends on the solar activity (e.g., Danzer et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2018). The kappa-correction395

term itself reached a mean value near 0.05µrad under high conditions. Low solar activ-396

ity and ionization conditions lead to a mean correction smaller than 0.005µrad, which397

is in line with previous studies based on simulated data (Liu et al., 2015), and small ob-398

served data samples (Liu et al., 2020). For the kappa-correction induced RO tempera-399

ture profile we observed an increase in the error at ∼45 km from low solar activity and400

low ionization to high solar activity and high ionization of around ∼− 0.005 K to ∼− 0.33 K401

for MetOp-A, while for GRACE-A the increase was from ∼− 0.001 K to ∼− 0.077 K,402

respectively, using the rOPS retrieval system.403

We further observed a clear difference when investigating the impact of inbound/outbound404

ionospheric a-/symmetry. The impact of the kappa-correction for cases with low solar405

activity was larger for asymmetric inbound/outbound conditions. In the case of high so-406

lar activity, we found that symmetric inbound/outbound conditions lead to the strongest407

increase in the temperature error.408

Our results indicate that the kappa-correction induced temperature profile devi-409

ations in the stratosphere strongly depend on two main factors. First, the magnitude of410

the kappa-correction term itself, as applied to the observed bending angle profile. Sec-411

ond, on the observation-to-background weighting or other averaging/smoothing of bend-412

ing angles, which is in general performed prior to the refractivity and dry-air retrieval413

process.414

We note that the differences that we observe in the perturbation of the RIE on tem-415

perature level for MetOp-A data, compared to the climatology study from Danzer et al.416

(2020), is about a factor of two. However, on bending angle level, the RIE is found to417

be the same. Hence, we conclude that the differences result from systematic differences418

in the processing and the retrieval system. Over the past years, there have been some419

ongoing changes in the rOPS system of the WEGC.420

In the comparison of MetOp-A and GRACE-A satellite data, we observed on the421

one hand, different magnitudes for the kappa-correction, and on the other hand, a sign422

change from negative to positive, for both satellites. However, MetOp-A switched the423

sign at 52 km altitude, while GRACE-A already switched it 5 km below that. This change424

of the sign from negative to positive was also observed in the study by Vergados and Pa-425

giatakis (2011), who used GPS RO events of CHAMP to show the impact of the second-426

order RIE on atmospheric parameters, however at altitudes between 25 km and 29 km.427

In that context we suggest to further investigate the impact of the orbit altitude of satel-428

lites on the residual ionospheric error. A multi-satellite analysis could give some addi-429

tional insight on that specific feature.430

The intercomparison analysis of the study showed the promising result that the ap-431

plication of the kappa-correction predominantly reduces the temperature error. As com-432

parison datasets we used ERA5, and ERA-Interim. Under solar high conditions a de-433

crease of the temperature error by a magnitude of ∼0.2 K to ∼0.4 K was found. In gen-434

eral the agreement between RO data and the comparison datasets are very good up to435

the middle stratosphere between about 30 km to 40 km, depending on the comparison436

dataset. In this setup, we found that the kappa-correction increased agreement on av-437

erage by a height of ∼2 km, for both satellites (MetOp-A and GRACE-A), in the inter-438

comparison analysis.439

In general we note that the quality of reference datasets is still marginal for con-440

clusive validation findings, which makes it difficult to validate possible improvements.441
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Especially since higher-order ionospheric corrections are quite small. Future investiga-442

tions will have to include an analysis of the impact of Earth’s geomagnetic field. As shown443

by Blagoveshchensky et al. (2018), sudden changes in the geomagnetic field can lead to444

a change in the TEC value of up to 67% of its quiet state. A possible way, to assess whether445

the kappa-correction accounts for such drastic changes in the geomagnetic field would446

be a comparison study to the bi-local correction approach, which includes the strength447

and the direction of the geomagnetic field (Liu et al., 2020).448

The results of Blagoveshchensky et al. (2018) also show that the responses to sud-449

den changes in the magnetic field are very different for different parts of the Earth. We450

therefore expect that differences average out globally in a climatological context. How451

changes in the magnetic field affect the quality of the kappa-correction on individual pro-452

files, needs to be further investigated.453

We arrive at the overall conclusion that the simple and fast correction of RO pro-454

files on bending angle level via the ionospheric kappa-correction is a good alternative to455

more sophisticated approaches. Since additional background information always comes456

along with additional biases, the kappa-correction has the advantage of minimizing the457

number of such error sources. Despite its simplicity, the kappa-correction is an impor-458

tant method in operational applications and post-processing climatological analysis. With459

our findings we are encouraged to get one step closer to the extension of RO profiles to460

higher altitudes.461
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Table A1. Size of the kappa-correction term on bending angle (α profiles and of the kappa-

correction-induced relative refractivity N , relative pressure p, and temperature T deviations (af-

ter WEGC’s rOPS processing as used in this study), for lower, middle, and upper stratospheric

layers and for both MetOp-A and GRACE-A (2008-2015 data). The characteristic condition

cases HiF10.7-HiTEC-Asym, HiF10.7-LoTEC-Sym, LoF10.7-LoTEC-Asym, and LoF10.7-LoTEC-

Sym are tabulated here..

HiF10.7-HiTEC-Asym

median standard deviation

MetOp-A α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K] α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K]

30-35 km -0.011 -0.131 -0.037 -0.053 0.061 0.636 0.171 0.249
35-40 km -0.011 -0.255 -0.056 -0.071 0.060 1.234 0.262 0.343
40-45 km -0.012 -0.464 -0.078 -0.071 0.061 2.241 0.364 0.375

GRACE-A α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K] α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K]

30-35 km -0.012 -0.127 -0.032 -0.042 0.049 0.484 0.115 0.156
35-40 km -0.012 -0.254 -0.046 -0.048 0.049 0.921 0.168 0.191
40-45 km -0.013 -0.443 -0.058 -0.035 0.049 1.605 0.216 0.164

HiF10.7-LoTEC-Sym

median standard deviation

MetOp-A α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K] α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K]

30-35 km -0.0003 -0.007 -0.002 -0.002 0.003 0.047 0.012 0.017
35-40 km -0.0003 -0.013 -0.003 -0.003 0.004 0.115 0.012 0.020
40-45 km -0.0003 -0.022 -0.004 -0.002 0.005 0.206 0.021 0.024

GRACE-A α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K] α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K]

30-35 km -0.0005 -0.008 -0.002 -0.002 0.004 0.040 0.005 0.004
35-40 km -0.0005 -0.017 -0.003 -0.001 0.004 0.061 0.005 0.007
40-45 km -0.0005 -0.024 -0.003 -0.001 0.002 0.057 0.006 0.007

LoF10.7-LoTEC-Asym

median standard deviation

MetOp-A α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K] α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K]

30-35 km -0.0003 -0.006 -0.002 -0.002 0.003 0.033 0.010 0.016
35-40 km -0.0003 -0.011 -0.003 -0.003 0.003 0.066 0.016 0.023
40-45 km -0.0004 -0.021 -0.004 -0.004 0.003 0.125 0.023 0.029

GRACE-A α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K] α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K]

30-35 km -0.0004 -0.005 -0.001 -0.001 0.003 0.025 0.006 0.008
35-40 km -0.0004 -0.009 -0.002 -0.001 0.003 0.051 0.009 0.010
40-45 km -0.0004 -0.016 -0.002 -0.001 0.003 0.089 0.011 0.009

LoF10.7-LoTEC-Sym

median standard deviation

MetOp-A α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K] α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K]

30-35 km -0.0002 -0.004 -0.001 -0.001 0.004 0.037 0.009 0.014
35-40 km -0.0002 -0.007 -0.002 -0.002 0.004 0.071 0.015 0.021
40-45 km -0.0002 -0.013 -0.002 -0.002 0.003 0.133 0.021 0.024

GRACE-A α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K] α [µrad] N [10−3%] p [10−2%] T [K]

30-35 km -0.0002 -0.003 -0.001 -0.001 0.002 0.016 0.003 0.004
35-40 km -0.0002 -0.005 -0.001 -0.001 0.002 0.028 0.005 0.006
40-45 km -0.0002 -0.008 -0.001 -0.000 0.002 0.047 0.006 0.006
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Figure A1. Temperature differences from intercomparison for all six sampling characteristic

condition cases, comparing the results for MetOp-A (blue) and GRACE-A (red), just with the

standard correction (dashed) and with the kappa-correction applied (solid), with ERA-Interim

as comparison reference dataset. The box-whisker bars show the median and the quartiles (box,

median as horizontal line within) plus the 5th and 95th percentiles (whiskers).
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